
Why the effort? 
 
 
WFRC Story Map – data collection effort 
 
 
About the data - a walk through urban design elements 
 
 
The role of public space in supporting walkability 
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WHY THE EFFORT? 
Current travel patterns highly auto-centric. 

   Bike    Walk         Transit        Auto 

1.4% 6.8% 

90% 

1.8% 

Travel behavior in Wasatch Front 
 

2012 Household Travel Survey, WFRC 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Who, what, where, when, whyWhat, who, where, why, whenWhat is the goal? To transform streetscapes to make them a more comfortable/welcoming place to beWhat does it feel like to walk down a comfortable street versus not?Imagine walking fWe are the whoWhere? Not just Main Street Salt Lake City – Wasatch Boulevard, 900 West SLC, Sego Lily Drive, 5600 West, Redwood RoadWhen? In 5, 10, 20 years, we aren’t going to want to drive – it will be so congested. We need to create options for mobility. We are growing, it is coming. If we continue to plan for people to driveWe are geographically set up to fail unless we do something differentWhy? We are kind of setting ourselves up to be sitting in traffic for a good chunk of our lives. I don’t want to do that. I want to be able to walk to the store, to dinner, to breakfast, to get ice cream. I want to live my life outside of my car. 
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Image source: Phil Whitehouse/Flickr. http://smartgrowth.org/how-urban-designers-can-get-smaller-cities-walking/ 
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Who, what, where, when, whyWhat, who, where, why, whenWhat is the goal? To transform streetscapes to make them a more comfortable/welcoming place to beWhat does it feel like to walk down a comfortable street versus not?Imagine walking down this streetWe are the whoWhere? Not just Main Street Salt Lake City – Wasatch Boulevard, 900 West SLC, Sego Lily Drive, 5600 West, Redwood RoadWhen? In 5, 10, 20 years, we aren’t going to want to drive – it will be so congested. We need to create options for mobility. We are growing, it is coming. If we continue to plan for people to driveWe are geographically set up to fail unless we do something differentWhy? We are kind of setting ourselves up to be sitting in traffic for a good chunk of our lives. I don’t want to do that. I want to be able to walk to the store, to dinner, to breakfast, to get ice cream. I want to live my life outside of my car. 



WHY THE EFFORT? 
...there are pockets of high walkability. 

   Bike    Walk        Transit     Auto 

5.5% 

48% 
40% 

6% 

Travel behavior  
downtown SLC 
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And Utahns have proven that with adequate infrastructure and quality urban design, they do desire to walk over driving.It does work. We do walk. We need to recognize where it isn’t working, and improve those areas.
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WFRC STORY MAP 
Data collection effort 

  

Interns 
 
 
Counties 
 
 
Man hours 
 
 
Blocks across Wasatch Front with Urban Design score 

2 

5  

2,000+ 

1,200 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rain or shine interns pounding the pavement scoring the streets



WFRC STORY MAP 
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But Utahns have proven that with adequate infrastructure and quality urban design, they do desire to walk over driving.



WFRC STORY MAP 
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Each tab holds data unique to each of the elements for each street scoredData normalized to the region – a high score means a high score compared to the region, not compared to NYC or SF
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Examples across the Wasatch Front   

  
Imageability: 2300 E, Holladay | Score: 8.85 / 13.35 
            
 
Enclosure: Main Street, Midvale | Score 3.56 / 4.16 
       
 
Human Scale: 300 S., Salt Lake City | Score 12.88 / 20.40 
                            
 
Transparency: Main Street, Magna | Score 3.44 / 4.01 
  
 

Complexity: 25th Street, Ogden | Score 15.76 / 15.76 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Walk through the elements showing strong examples across the Wasatch Front 
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Examples across the Wasatch Front and Copenhagen 

  
Imageability: 2300 E, Holladay | Score: 8.85 / 13.35 
         Kobenhavn Neighborhood   
 
Enclosure: Main Street, Midvale | Score 3.56 / 4.16 
     Amagerbro Neighborhood 
 
Human Scale: 300 S., Salt Lake City | Score 12.88 / 20.40 
                          Norrebro Neighborhood 
 
Transparency: Main Street, Magna | Score 3.44 / 4.01 
                          Christiana Neighborhood 
 

Complexity: 25th Street, Ogden | Score 15.76 / 15.76 
                       Norrebro Neighborhood 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also want to show some images from a trip I took to Copenhagen last week. After hearing so much talk about how walkable/bikeable Copenhagen is, I wanted to see for myself. How could one city have 70% of all trips be taken by foot or bike? And then I discovered that many of the statistics are quire similar to ours… population : 500,000 in the city and 2 million in the metro region. I wanted to see - What are they doing differently? And what can we learn? I spent almost all my time just walking around and seeing what it’s like to walk and bike. I didn’t go to the city center, because I didn’t want to see “the best” examples. I stayed in neighborhoods and did neighborhood-like things. These images are of normal every day retail and housing corridors.The point of showing these images isn’t to say look how cool this other place is! But more so to learn/explore other ideas, to draw inspiration, and maybe even imagine something we never might have? This urban design data can bring us so many great insights, but I believe change really happens when we really look at the context, examine how people are interacting with their city, and begin having conversations about how to make it better. 
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Imageability: 2300 E., Holladay | Score 8.85 / 13.35 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in Imageability could mean:Few buildingsVacant buildings / lotsLack of historic buildingsLittle to no public featuresIMPROVING IMAGEABILITYEnhance / create public spaces such as parks, courtyards, and plazas Enhance natural landscape featuresPreserve historic and significant buildingsActivate building vacanciesInfill empty lots and parking lots to increase the number of buildings / businessesEncourage outdoor diningDecrease traffic and ambient noise where possible
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Imageability: 2300 E., Holladay 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in Imageability could mean:Few buildingsVacant buildings / lotsLack of historic buildingsLittle to no public featuresIMPROVING IMAGEABILITYEnhance / create public spaces such as parks, courtyards, and plazas Enhance natural landscape featuresPreserve historic and significant buildingsActivate building vacanciesInfill empty lots and parking lots to increase the number of buildings / businessesEncourage outdoor diningDecrease traffic and ambient noise where possible
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Imageability:  Kobenhavn Neighborhood 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in Imageability could mean:Few buildingsVacant buildings / lotsLack of historic buildingsLittle to no public featuresIMPROVING IMAGEABILITYEnhance / create public spaces such as parks, courtyards, and plazas Enhance natural landscape featuresPreserve historic and significant buildingsActivate building vacanciesInfill empty lots and parking lots to increase the number of buildings / businessesEncourage outdoor diningDecrease traffic and ambient noise where possible
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Enclosure: Main Street, Midvale | Score 3.56 / 4.16  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in Enclosure could mean:Lack of street wallBuilding setbacks away from sidewalkLack of tree canopyOpen or vacant lots, including parkingWide open streets with short buildingsIMPROVING ENCLOSUREIncrease building frontage right up to sidewalkDecrease building setback requirementsWalls instead of fencesCreate an overhead canopy by adding treesPreserve mature tree canopies that take decades to growInfill parking & vacant lots that create a feeling of being out in the open
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Enclosure: Main Street, Midvale | Score 3.56 / 4.16  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in Imageability could mean:Few buildingsVacant buildings / lotsLack of historic buildingsLittle to no public featuresIMPROVING IMAGEABILITYEnhance / create public spaces such as parks, courtyards, and plazas Enhance natural landscape featuresPreserve historic and significant buildingsActivate building vacanciesInfill empty lots and parking lots to increase the number of buildings / businessesEncourage outdoor diningDecrease traffic and ambient noise where possible
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Enclosure: Amagerbro Neighborhood 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in Imageability could mean:Few buildingsVacant buildings / lotsLack of historic buildingsLittle to no public featuresIMPROVING IMAGEABILITYEnhance / create public spaces such as parks, courtyards, and plazas Enhance natural landscape featuresPreserve historic and significant buildingsActivate building vacanciesInfill empty lots and parking lots to increase the number of buildings / businessesEncourage outdoor diningDecrease traffic and ambient noise where possible
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Human Scale: 300 S., Salt Lake City | Score 12.88 / 20.44 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in Enclosure could mean:Lack of street wallBuilding setbacks away from sidewalkLack of tree canopyOpen or vacant lots, including parkingWide open streets with short buildingsIMPROVING ENCLOSUREIncrease building frontage right up to sidewalkDecrease building setback requirementsWalls instead of fencesCreate an overhead canopy by adding treesPreserve mature tree canopies that take decades to growInfill parking & vacant lots that create a feeling of being out in the opeDecrease traffic and ambient noise where possible
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Human Scale: 300 S., Salt Lake City | Score 12.88 / 20.44 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in Enclosure could mean:Lack of street wallBuilding setbacks away from sidewalkLack of tree canopyOpen or vacant lots, including parkingWide open streets with short buildingsIMPROVING ENCLOSUREIncrease building frontage right up to sidewalkDecrease building setback requirementsWalls instead of fencesCreate an overhead canopy by adding treesPreserve mature tree canopies that take decades to growInfill parking & vacant lots that create a feeling of being out in the opeDecrease traffic and ambient noise where possible
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Human Scale: Norrebro Neighborhood 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in Human Scale could mean:Open space and viewsLack of storefront windowsLack of street furniture, objects, and architectural features IMPROVING HUMAN SCALEFill in disorienting open spaceEncourage and activate storefront windows at street level (regardless of business type)Encourage architecture with features of appropriate scale (awnings, sconces, mailboxes, clocks, plaques, signage, etc.)Increase street furniture and street objects on the sidewalk (the more the merrier)Potted or hanging plantersTrees & shrubsBenches, seating, outdoor dining, umbrellasLamp posts, mailboxes, receptacle binsBicycle rack
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Transparency: Main Street, Magna | Score 3.44 / 4.01 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in Transparency could mean:Lack of storefront windowsReflective or tinted glassInactive space (vacant buildings or lots)Lack of continuous streetwall ahead beyond the blockIMPROVING TRANSPARENCYEncourage and activate storefront windows (Transparent glass and lighting that allows human activity within to be visible, regardless of type)Activate vacancies in buildingsActivate empty lots & blank walls of buildings
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Transparency: Main Street, Magna | Score 3.44 / 4.01 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to be able to walk down the street and see inside the buildings and know that they are seen – it adds a safety elementA low score in Transparency could mean:Lack of storefront windowsReflective or tinted glassInactive space (vacant buildings or lots)Lack of continuous streetwall ahead beyond the blockIMPROVING TRANSPARENCYEncourage and activate storefront windows (Transparent glass and lighting that allows human activity within to be visible, regardless of type)Activate vacancies in buildingsActivate empty lots & blank walls of buildings
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Transparency: Christiana Neighborhood 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We want to be able to walk down the street and see inside the buildings and know that they are seen – it adds a safety elementA low score in Transparency could mean:Lack of storefront windowsReflective or tinted glassInactive space (vacant buildings or lots)Lack of continuous streetwall ahead beyond the blockIMPROVING TRANSPARENCYEncourage and activate storefront windows (Transparent glass and lighting that allows human activity within to be visible, regardless of type)Activate vacancies in buildingsActivate empty lots & blank walls of buildings
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Complexity: 25th Street, Ogden | Score 15.76 / 15.76 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in complexity could mean:Lack of variety in architecture and colorToo few buildings in viewStreet objects not complex or interestingIMPROVING COMPLEXITYEncourage variety in architectureIncrease the variety of colors and accent colorsEncourage outdoor diningSpaces that bring in peoplePublic artSculptures, monuments, & fountainsPlaques and historic markers on buildingsMurals, street art, and classic signage/advertisementsDecrease traffic and ambient noise where possible
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Complexity: 25th Street, Ogden | Score 15.76 / 15.76 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in complexity could mean:Lack of variety in architecture and colorToo few buildings in viewStreet objects not complex or interestingIMPROVING COMPLEXITYEncourage variety in architectureIncrease the variety of colors and accent colorsEncourage outdoor diningSpaces that bring in peoplePublic artSculptures, monuments, & fountainsPlaques and historic markers on buildingsMurals, street art, and classic signage/advertisementsDecrease traffic and ambient noise where possible
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A WALK THROUGH THE ELEMENTS 
Complexity: Norrebro Neighborhood 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A low score in complexity could mean:Lack of variety in architecture and colorToo few buildings in viewStreet objects not complex or interestingIMPROVING COMPLEXITYEncourage variety in architectureIncrease the variety of colors and accent colorsEncourage outdoor diningSpaces that bring in peoplePublic artSculptures, monuments, & fountainsPlaques and historic markers on buildingsMurals, street art, and classic signage/advertisementsDecrease traffic and ambient noise where possible



“Walkability is more than about density, street-
level retail, or any one design quality in isolation.” 

-Laura Bliss, “How Urban Designers Can Get Smaller Cities Walking”  

Do Better Urban Design Qualities Lead to More Walking in Salt Lake City, Utah? S. Hassan Ameli , Shima Hamidi , 
Andrea Garfinkel-Castro , Reid Ewing, Journal of Urban Design. Vol. 20, Iss. 3, 2015 

THE ROLE OF PUBLIC SPACE 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Citylab discusses Prof. Reid Ewing’s study of urban design and pedestrian behavior in Salt Lake City
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THE ROLE OF PUBLIC SPACE 
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Thank you! 
 

callie@wfrc.org 
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Measuring Urban Design Qualities 

Related to Walkability

Reid Ewing

Department of City and Metropolitan 

Planning

University of Utah



Growing Body of Evidence



The Ds of the Built Environment

• Density

• Diversity 

• Design

• Destination Accessibility

• Distance to Transit

• Development Scale

• Demand Management



Not a Lot to Do with Experience of 

Walking Down a Street



Genesis of Project

• Jane Jacobs, Death and Life of Great American 

Cities

• Christopher Alexander, A Pattern Language - Towns   

Buildings   Construction

• Richard Hedman, Fundamentals of Urban Design

• Allan Jacobs, Great Streets

• Kevin Lynch, The Image of the City

• William H. Whyte, City—Rediscovering the Center



Imageability is the quality of a place that 

makes it distinct, recognizable, and 

memorable.  A place has high imageability 

when specific physical elements and their 

arrangement capture attention, evoke 

feelings, and create a lasting impression. 



All Five Senses



Enclosure refers to the degree to which 

streets and other public spaces are visually 

defined by buildings, walls, trees, and other 

vertical elements.  Spaces where the height 

of vertical elements is proportionally related 

to the width of the space between them have 

a room-like quality. 



Visual Enclosure



Too Low and Too High (Maybe)



Transparency refers to the degree to which 

people can see or perceive what lies beyond 

the edge of a street or other public space 

and, more specifically, the degree to which 

people can see or perceive human activity 

beyond the edge.  Physical elements that 

influence transparency include walls, 

windows, doors, fences, landscaping, and 

openings into midblock spaces.



Transparency



Study in Contrasts



Human scale refers to the size, texture, and 

articulation of physical elements that match 

the size and proportions of humans and, 

equally important, correspond to the speed 

at which humans walk.  Building details, 

pavement texture, street trees, and street 

furniture all contribute to human scale.



Buildings



Signage



Parking



Public Art



Complexity refers to the visual richness of a 

place.  The complexity of a place depends 

on the variety of the physical environment, 

specifically the numbers and kinds of 

buildings, architectural diversity and 

ornamentation, landscape elements, street 

furniture, signage, and human activity. 



Complexity



But Coherent and Orderly



Work Plan

• Expert Panel

• Literature Review with Definitions

• Library of Video Clips

• Visual Assessment Survey

• Quantitative and Qualitative Analyses

• Instrument Development, Testing, and 

Training

• Illustrated Field Manual



Perceptual Qualities

41 qualities

8 qualities

• Imageability

• Enclosure

• Human Scale

• Transparency

• Linkage

• Complexity

• Coherence

• Legibility



Expert Panel Ratings



Best Match Run

High Values of All Eight Qualities



Best Match Run
High Values of Enclosure, Transparency, 

Complexity, and Coherence



Best Match Run
Low Values of All Qualities



Best-Fit Transparency Model



Field Manual

Focuses on Urban Design Qualities that 

Meet Performance Criteria

– Imageability

– Enclosure

– Transparency

– Human scale

– Complexity



Qualitative Introduction to Urban Design 

Quality



Detailed Illustrated Steps



Columbia U Follow-Up

• More Complete and Tested Field Manual

• Rating of 588 Street Segments in NYC

• Translation to GIS Based System

• Relationship to BMI



NB Regression with Urban Design Variables



Measuring Urban Design
Salt Lake City Study



Study Area

179 block faces

Downtown ‘Free 

Fare Zone’ (FFZ)

Salt Lake City, UT



Outcome variable: Pedestrian activity

The number of people encountered over a 30 minutes time period for a given block 

face during peak hours for a ‘typical’ weekday (September and October of 2012)



Imageability

262 S Main St



Human Scale

32 W 200 S

2 E Broadway



Enclosure

311 S Main St

245 S Main St



Transparency

254 S Main St



Complexity

262 S Main St



High Value of All 5 Qualities

169 S Main St



Low Value of All 5 Qualities

230 W N Temple St



D Variables

• Density – Floor Area Ratio

• Diversity – Entropy based on floor area

• Design – Intersection Density

• Destination Accessibility – Walk Score

• Distance to Transit – Miles to Nearest Transit 

Line

• Demographics – Per Capita Income



Results

Model 1 Model 2

coeff. std. error t-ratio p-value coeff. std. error t-ratio p-value

intercept 2.27 1.76 1.67 0.20 3.95 1.41 7.81 0.005

far 1.69 0.60 7.85 0.005 1.07 0.59 3.30 0.069

popden 0.00004 0.000001 17.76 < 0.001 0.00003 0.000001 11.52 0.001

entropy 1.56 0.81 3.71 0.054 1.89 0.62 9.19 0.002

intden .011 .0032 10.97 0.001 .004 0.0025 2.47 0.12

pct4wy .001 .0033 .004 0.95 -.001 0.0027 0.31 0.58

wlkscr .019 0.015 1.60 0.21 .007 0.01 0.41 0.52

transitdis -3.62 0.51 51.41 < 0.001 -2.20 0.48 21.02 < 0.001

blkfar .61 0.17 12.61 < 0.001 0.11 0.12 0.81 0.37

blkentropy .034 0.27 .015 0.90 0.14 0.23 0.34 0.56

ret .47 0.40 1.39 0.24 0.16 0.33 0.24 0.62

hhsize .68 0.16 17.29 < 0.001 .57 0.15 15.12 < 0.001

blklngh .25 2.20 .013 0.91 -3.06 1.55 3.91 0.048

imageability .28 .08 11.81 0.001

enclosure .06 .05 1.14 0.28

human scale .16 .11 2.13 0.14

transparency .45 .12 13.46 < 0.001

complexity -.071 .12 .32 0.57

fitted (ME) -0.6827 .69 -0.980 0.02

n 179 179

likelihood ratio 

statistics
107.65 (12) 135.59 (17)



Department of City & Metropolitan Planning, University of Utah

Two of the five measures of urban design qualities 

found in Model 2, ‘transparency’ and ‘imageability’, 

are highly significant.

‘Enclosure’ and ‘complexity’ have no individual 

relationship to pedestrian activity.

As a whole, however, the five urban design qualities 

improved the fit of the model.

While the D variables are included as 

controls, the primary focus of this study is the 

five urban design qualities, both individually 

and as a whole.
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